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Abstract : Recent advances in automatic speech recognition and natural language processing have led to a new generation 

of robust voice-based interfaces. Yet, there is very little work on using voice-based interfaces to query database systems. 

Current trends towards voice-based interfaces motivate the problem of data vocalization, a complementary problem to data 

visualization. So, the research on data visualization aims at finding the best way to present data via visual interfaces. In this 

paper we will discuss method to classify the users and their interest of how to select between the simple voice outputs row 

by row and concise version to find the good policies to select between simple and concise version is an interesting direction. 

This work is considered as extend to work proposed by Trummer et al.[1]. 
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1- Introduction 

Querying data in relational database is challenging .SQL is the standard query language for 

relational data base; SQL is very difficult for users without technical training. As shifting the users of 

database form expert„s users to non-experts, designing user–friendly query interfaces will be very 

important goal in database community [1]. To achieve this goal there are many researches on data 

visualization which aim at finding the best way to present the relational database in efficient way to the 

users via voice interfaces [2]. 

Recent advances in automatic speech recognition , natural language processing and emerging 

new tools with devices enabled new generation of voice- based interfaces, such, Apple„s Siri ,Google 

Home, Amazon Echo and voice based SQL interfaces) when used together, the relational database 

systems, voice- based interfaces providing intuitive way to query and consume data[3], these voice-based 

interfaces are superior in many situations where a context switch is either impossible or could cause 

distraction. The benefits of the voice-based systems providing the general accessibility of information and 

supports the disabilities people that prevented from using screens, keyboard and gestures, and by having 

the voiced based interface for data base querying. This will allow these people to interact with database 
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directly without having to use cumbersome and inefficient workarounds such as format ice, eye tracking 

in order to use SQL or any other query interfaces. 

Despite the advantages of using the voice based interfaces to query data base systems, still there 

are many challenges and barriers of this system .In this paper we will try to address these barriers and 

challenges which we need to remove, and to increase the expansion of these systems we should to 

improve it to attract the users, and we will describe one of the most important voice-based interfaces 

which recently proposed call Query-by-Voice (QbV). 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The next section presents related work; section 3 

describes in details the voice-based interface. Section 4 presents the system architecture, section 5 Query 

interface. Section 6 represents Speaking Time Customization. Finally section 7 includes the conclusions 

and future work. 

2- RELATED WORK 

Prior work on constructing natural language interfaces to database has been studied for several 

decades [3], and on generating natural language descriptions of data focus on producing written text [4], 

other papers focus on the voice output which is subject to specific constraints. It has to be extremely 

concise(as opposed to written text, user cannot skim text to identify relevant part quickly), and has to 

respect memory limitations of the listener(as opposed to written text , user cannot easily re-read prior 

passages)[3], prior work present the relational database as data signification as opposed of data 

vocalization focuses. There are many approaches introduced in prior work about information presentation 

in spoken dialogue systems are typically specific to scenarios [5] . 

There are many papers proposed several methods to improve the communication between users 

using natural language and voice-based systems, such as system Question-And-Answer classification 

technique for constructing and managing spoken dialog system (QADB), By classifying the question 

examples in the database into some clusters using the probabilistic Latin Semantic Analysis (PLSA), an 

appropriate question example can be found more quickly than when using the conventional method [6]. 

One of the papers focuses on optimizing voice output of relational data to present data in most 

efficient way and to make voice output as concise as possible to avoid exceeding user attention span, also 

to respect the limitations of the user„s short term memory, by minimizing the speaking time under 

constraints that reflect the particularities of voice output, to make the speech easy to remember and 

simple understand for users [2]. 

Voice-based interfaces need more attention and improvement to introduce to the users with an 

ideal way, there are many challenges and barriers. One of the most important challenges is how can we 

categorize the users and their interest, which users need to use these systems, if there is specific users who 

attracted to these systems such as, disabilities people, children, businessmen or people who don„t have 
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enough time to search for specific information using their hands (hands-free) or texting because of their 

busyness. 

The speaking time is another important challenge because we need to determine policies to 

categorize the users by selecting simple voice output row by row, or concise version of voice output, 

because there are many users who prefer the concise version who don„t have enough time or who are 

looking for exact and particular information in a simple structure, easy to remember and understands. 

In this paper we will discuss method to classify the users and their interest of how to select 

between the simple voice outputs row by row and concise version. 

3- Voice –based interface 

There is a very little work on using voice-based interface to query database system, a new 

querying and interaction paradigm they call Query-by-Voice [1], using a proof-of-concept system called 

Echo Query, the query interface of Echo Query is inspired by casual human-to-human conversation. 

The main features of the voice – based interface of Echo Query are: 

- Hands-free Access: Echo Query does not require the user to press button or start of an 

application using a gesture. Instead, user can interact with database using their voice at any 

time [1], this features will help many users to complete their work in case of busyness, and 

they can do several works at the same time. 

- Dialogue-based Querying: Echo Query provides a stateful dialogue-based query interface 

between the user and the database where (1) users can start a conversation with an initial 

query and refine that query incrementally over time, and (2) Echo Query can seek for 

clarification if the query is incomplete or has some ambiguities that need to be resolved. The 

opposite of the traditional database systems which provide (i.e., stateless) a query interface. 

- Personalizable Vocabulary: provides the ability for users to formulate the queries using 

their own terms which might be different from the schema elements of database. 

4- system architecture 

Echo Query is built using a middleware approach over an existing relational database that 

provides a SQL interface, the database system is used to efficiently store and query the data, as shown in 

(Figure. 1). 

Echo Query implements three different intents: a Query Intent, a Refine Intent, and a Clarify 

Intent. In the following sections we will discuss briefly these intents. 
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Figure1: Echo Query Architecture[2] 
 

5- Query interface 

Echo Query„s interaction model is composed of different intents, which implement the 

conversation between the user and the echo query system[2]. 

5.1 Query Intent: 

This intent is used by Echo Query to start a conversation with the user, the Query Intent adds the 

missing information that not specified by the user. Afterwards, the completed query request is translated 

into executable SQL query using the query translator [2]. 

5.2 Refine Intent: 

This intent is used by Echo Query to answer a follow-up query in a conversation between the user 

and the database. The purposes of this intent is as the following: 

- Extract some particular details for result of previous query. 

- Modify some parts of the previous query. 

The Refine Intent therefore stores the last query of each user session [2]. 

5.3 Clarify Intent: 

If some information to actually execute a query request cannot be automatically inferred or some 

information in the query request is ambiguous, the Query Intent calls the Clarify Intent. To ask the user for 

more information to disambiguate the query request by using a voice – based conversation. 

A second function of the clarification intent is that learns the user terminology during the course 

of conversation. Therefore, after asking the user clarification, Echo Query stores the mapping of user 

terminology to schema elements [2]. 
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6- Speaking Time Customization 

A lot of studies show that that it is possible to extract information regarding the personality of 

individuals from similar datasets or users log files by using even simple data mining techniques[7][8]. 

Despite its simplicity we hope that it will encourage the development of more sophisticated models to 

extract Personality Information. We believe that the information extracted can be used to gain more 

concise data in accordance to the user needs. 

In data vocalization researches all aims are to minimize speaking time without taking into 

consideration the nature of the listener preferences whether the user prefer summarized or detailed taking 

into considerations some constraints to avoid cognitive load on the listener in contrast with written texts. 

We are trying to study data vocalization in different perspective. We are also studying the 

question of how to optimally improve vocalized output by generating results of a degree of detail that can 

be optimal to each individual user. 

In our proposed model we try to take some of the listener characteristics that can be extracted 

from his/her log file trying to extract the needed constraints instead of being predefined, in other word 

customizing the speaking time in accordance to the listener characteristics while observing the 

conciseness of the results (Figure. 2) shows the our suggested model outline. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

Figure2: proposed Model Workflow 

 

In addition to the user ‘s log file we can also rely on a number of predefined characteristics that 

can be used in determining out our intended constraints, but using these characteristic will be limited to 

queries of known domains in order to be able to pick the characteristics that can be considered a good 

feature for our final output such as genre information (gender and age), academic level, medical history, 

fields of interests, or even informal data like hobbies and sport activities. (Figure 3) shows the pseudo code 

for the proposed model. 
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Pseudo code of Customized Constraints Extraction 

1) Input: relation to vocalize. 

2) Search space :Mine user log file 

3) Extract customized Constraints 

- Context size 

- Categorical value domain 

- Domain size 

- Numerical value domains 

Upper bound<= lower bound * p 

(Where p is the precision) 

4) Objective: customize speaking time according to user constraints. 

Figure 3: Pseudo code for the suggested model 

 

According to these constraint instead of being predefined they will be determined according to 

user log file, we can determine the characteristic of the users from their interests therefore ,give them 

higher precision, for instance if the user age attribute has value greater than 70 and he inquiring a 

restaurant our suggested algorithm will give location high precision and assign the context size to low 

value. 

6.1 Constraint Extraction: 

Figure (4) summarizes the constraints extraction process which can be classified into two major 

steps: 

Figure 4: Constraints Extraction Process 
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6.2 Class Prediction: 

The idea of predicting people„s personality„s stems from two basic ideas data collection and 

machine learning. For instance, some studies have shown that we can predict users„ personalities from the 

pattern used by the user in social media such as Facebook or Twitter can be used to [9][10][11]. 

In our approach the data collection will be mainly from the users log file and set of predefined 

attributes if our queries limited to a known domain as we mentioned earlier in this section. 

Since the relationship between extracted features might be in non-linear behavior we can apply 

PCA in order to select most relevant features to our query and user domain  then classify each user as low, 

medium or high. 

6.3 Mapping Constraints: 

This step aims to map each category to appropriate set of constraints including the precision value 

tied to each attribute in the vocalized query. 

7- Conclusion and future work 

Current trends towards voice-based interfaces motivate the problem of data vocalization, a 

complementary problem to data visualization. In the proposed method gives a way to classify the users 

and their interest of how to select between the simple voice outputs row by row and concise version to 

find the good policies to select between simple and concise version in an interesting direction. This work is 

considered as extend to work proposed by by Trummer et al.[ [1]. We are highly recommended extending 

this research in the future to be implemented in order to verifying and introduce proof of concept, with 

actual results. 
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 بيانات الصوت

 جعزيز الصوت الناثج من قاعدة البيانات العلائقية

لواجهاث الصوجيت ث التطوزاث الحديثت في التعسف التلقائي على الكلام ومعالجت اللغاث الطبيعيت إلى جيل جديد من اأد :الملخص

 من العمل على استخدام القويت. ومع ذلك
ً
للاستعلام عن أهظمت قواعد البياهاث.  ؛واجهاث المستندة إلى الصوثال، هناك القليل جدا

يت هحو السطوح البينيت القائمت على الصوث مشكلت غناء البياهاث، وهي مشكلت جكميليت لتصوز البياهاث. لرا، وجحفز الاججاهاث الحال

يهدف البحث في زؤيت البياهاث إلى إيجاد أفضل طسيقت لتقديم البياهاث عبر واجهاث مسئيت. في هره الوزقت سوف هناقش طسيقت لتصنيف 

بين المخسجاث الصوجيت البسيطت الصف حسب الصف والصيغت المختصسة للعثوز على  المستخدمين واهتمامهم بكيفيت الاختياز 

 السياساث الجيدة للاختياز بين إصداز بسيط وموجز هو اججاه مثير للاهتمام

 .بياهاث الصوث، قاعدة البياهاث العلائقيت ، جخصيص وقت التحدث:  المفحاحيةالكلمات 


